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IN 1655, the Dutch residents of Manhattan discussed how they could 
best attack their Lenape-Munsee neighbors. What they really wanted, 
according to an initial draft of a petition they wrote to the West India 

Company directors in the Netherlands, was “the assistance of 3 to 400 good 
soldiers, who would be willing to settle down in this country after matters 
have been concluded,” with whose help they could “subdue the aforesaid 
barbarian nation.”1 They evidently knew the company would hesitate to 
finance this request, and so they did not even bother including it in their 
final draft. As they debated among themselves whether they could or should 
engage in war without that help, the desire for blood among settler leaders 
is clear. Why even trouble dissecting whose fault the current conflict was, 
wondered Johannes La Montagne, “seeing that they have given a just and 
sufficient, indeed more than sufficient cause, before the conflict”?2 Cornelis 
van Tienhoven thought it “just and necessary . . . to punish and subject 
the [savages], by the grace of God, through force of arms,” following the 
example of nearby English colonies, which had proven that “they would 
never be able to live securely before and until the Indian nation had been 
subjugated and forced into submission.”3 Violence and war, soldiers and 

Susanah Shaw Romney is an assistant professor of history at New York University. 
The author would like to thank Elizabeth Ellis and Rebecca Goetz for comments on a 
draft of this essay. Thanks also to Jeffrey Ostler and Nancy Shoemaker for convening this 
Forum.

1 “Remonstrance to the States General Concerning the Recent Conduct of the 
Indians,” [October/November 1655], in Charles T. Gehring, ed. and trans., Council 
Minutes, 1655–1656, vol. 6 of New Netherland Documents Series (Syracuse, N.Y., 1995), 
120–23 (quotations, 123n). For the original of this document, see “Remonstrance of the 
director-general and council of New Netherland to the States General regarding the bad 
conduct of the Indians,” A1809-78, vol. 6, 130–34, New York State Archives (hereafter 
NYSA), Albany.

2 “Response of La Montagne to the Foregoing Propositions,” Nov. 10, 1655, in Geh-
ring, Council Minutes, 1655–1656, 139. See also “Advice of Councillor La Montagne on 
the propositions submitted by the director-general to the council,” A1809-78, vol. 6, 163, 
NYSA.

3 “Advice on Stuyvesant’s Proposals by Cornelis van Tienhoven,” Nov. 10, 1655, 
in Gehring, Council Minutes, 1655–1656, 143 (quotations). I have changed Gehring’s 
translation of the word wilden from “Indians” to “savages” to distinguish it from Van 
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settlers, framed these burghers’ arguments over the path forward for New 
Netherland. Are these colonists’ words and actions in the 1650s best under-
stood as an expression of “settler colonialism”? What do we gain, analyti-
cally, by interpreting the debate through this rubric? 

The term settler colonialism is suddenly everywhere.4 Despite the 
articulation of complex theories about it, the phrase also has an appeal 
on a commonsense level. After all, the men discussing whether or not to 
undertake Lenape-Munsee annihilation were settlers by any definition 
of the term. And by every measure, what the Dutch were undertaking at 
Manhattan was colonization. Yet the meaning of words lies not just in their 
dictionary definitions but also in their use. Before applying the term, early 
Americanists would be wise to take heed of how scholars in fields distant 
from our own are using settler colonialism. Doing so suggests both that using 
it without caution might import unintended anachronistic implications and 
that studying the seventeenth-century Dutch might be better conceived of 
as a process of searching out the genealogy and prehistory of settler colonial-
ism. Finding the roots of the settler colonial process, in turn, may suggest 
the need for theorists to think more historically themselves and to ponder 
more broadly the when, who, and where of settler colonialism. 

First, the “when” question. The term settler colonialism was theorized, 
and remains most widely used, by scholars working primarily on the 
post-1800 Anglophone world. Central to the theory is the idea of settler 
colonialism as a structure that requires Native erasure, both ideologically 
and in the real world, a structure that continues under multiple states 
into the present. That observation about the continuity of settler colonial 
structures across time despite regime changes represents the most impor- 
tant lesson that the theory has to offer early Americanists and Atlanticists. 
Whether or not we use the term to describe the particular historical actors 
we study, it is crucial that we not become part of the ongoing process of 
Native erasure ourselves by failing to recognize the central role played by 
Native nations both in the past and today. The field of early American his-
tory has been transformed over the last thirty years by scholars who have 
reinterpreted the balance of power on the American continent during and 
after the colonial period. Nonetheless, new syntheses of American history 
still “disappear” Native people from the story.5 Yet the challenge of settler 

Tienhoven’s later use of the word Indiaense. For the original, see “Advice of Fiscal Van 
Tienhoven on the propositions submitted by the director-general to the council,” 
A1809-78, vol. 6, 168, NYSA. On the translation of the term wilden, see Susanah Shaw 
Romney, “Savage Comparisons: Dutch Cultural Distinctions in Seventeenth-Century 
Southern Africa and North America,” Genre 48, no. 2 (July 2015): 315–40.

4 For classic statements of settler colonial theory, see Patrick Wolfe, Settler Colonial-
ism and the Transformation of Anthropology: The Politics and Poetics of an Ethnographic 
Event (New York, 1999); Lorenzo Veracini, Settler Colonialism: A Theoretical Overview 
(New York, 2010). 

5 For a critique that points out the absence of Native voices in Jill Lepore, These 
Truths: A History of the United States (New York, 2018), see Christine DeLucia, “The 
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colonialist theory goes beyond recognizing the past power of Native groups. 
Given that settler colonialism remains an ongoing process, interpretations of 
Native peoples in the past need to be set alongside the continuing struggle 
of those same tribal nations today. Joshua L. Reid and Nancy Shoemaker 
provide excellent models for how scholars writing primarily about peri-
ods long ago can connect analyses to the present day, thereby challenging 
the work of erasure in the past and in our own time. Failing to do so in 
effect contributes to the as-yet-unfinished processes of settler colonialism.6 
Whatever else it has to offer the field, then, settler colonialist theory should 
at least remind scholars not to fall into old patterns that perpetuate ideolo-
gies of the Disappearing Indian. 

Recognizing the fundamental continuity of the processes of disposses-
sion and expansion also encourages us to eliminate the false dividing line 
between the colonial and national periods. In many ways, we already knew 
that America’s “colonial” era did not end with the American Revolution and 
that, on the contrary, the colonial expropriation of land and elimination 
of Native peoples only accelerated with national independence. Renaming 
polities on both sides of the revolution “settler states” can help emphasize 
that continuity. The confusing division of early America into “colonial” and 
“national” periods does not just confine the formative early years and the 
Native people who lived in them to quaint irrelevance in national narratives. 
It also does some of the work of Native erasure by focusing the professional 
and popular gaze solely on one nation from 1776 forward, at the expense of 
the multiple Native nations and competing sovereignties that have endured 
since the formation of the United States but that are too easily left out of 
the story.7 With its emphasis on the durability of structures and processes 
across time, the language of settler colonialism offers another tool to combat 
this problem. 

Clearly, we still live with settler colonialist legacies today. Still, the 
question of when settler colonialism began, or at least when it assumed its 
complete form, remains unsettled. Theorizations of settler colonialism argue 
that settler society depends on the goal of the elimination of native people 
or that settler polities imagine land as terra nullius, empty for the taking. 
Yet as Daniel K. Richter has pointed out, colonies in seventeenth- and 

Vanishing Indians of ‘These Truths,’” Los Angeles Review of Books, Jan. 10, 2019, https://
lareviewofbooks.org/article/the-vanishing-indians-of-these-truths/.

6 Nancy Shoemaker, ed., Living with Whales: Documents and Oral Histories of 
Native New England Whaling History (Amherst, Mass., 2014); Joshua L. Reid, The Sea Is 
My Country: The Maritime World of the Makahs, an Indigenous Borderlands People (New 
Haven, Conn., 2015). On the way archival practices complete unfinished erasures, see 
Melissa Adams-Campbell, Ashley Glassburn Falzetti, and Courtney Rivard, “Intro-
duction: Indigeneity and the Work of Settler Archives,” Settler Colonial Studies 5, no. 2 
(2015): 109–16. 

7 On the meaning of U.S. independence for that world of multiple nations, see 
Kathleen DuVal, Independence Lost: Lives on the Edge of the American Revolution (New 
York, 2015).
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eighteenth-century North America often explicitly depended on Native 
communities, making settlers always aware of the power imbalances that ren-
dered the dispossession of existing local groups an impossibility.8 Certainly 
Dutch leaders recognized that imbalance perfectly well. As La Montagne put 
it, “as we do not have the strength to pursue the war, then it necessarily fol-
lows that we must keep quiet until we acquire it.” Van Tienhoven concurred, 
writing that they had no choice but to wait for help from Holland, “without 
which, in my opinion, the just war cannot, humanely speaking, be brought 
to a favorable conclusion”; meanwhile, “we must dissemble, though it be dis-
agreeable,” and feign friendship.9 The weakness these men admitted to raises 
the question of whether settler colonialism, in its full form, can truly be said 
to have existed in North America at such an early point. The dominance of 
Native peoples on the continent through much of the eighteenth century, 
and the clear understanding of that dominance by colonists at the time, fits 
poorly with current theorizations of settler colonialism.

Just as the problem of when settler colonialism began remains unan-
swered, the issue of who should be considered a settler colonialist also 
presents conundrums. New Netherland’s dependence on trade with local 
people could create doubt about whether the area’s colonizers merit the 
title of settler colonialists at all. People at the time widely acknowledged 
the colony’s economic parasitism. The colony’s founding was premised on 
the famed beaver-skin trade with Haudenosaunee people. Wampum beads 
made by Native women from downriver and Long Island towns formed 
the very currency of the colony. The rise of a thriving food trade with 
Munsee-speaking downriver groups allowed settler families to survive with-
out the “dying time” experienced in neighboring colonies that lacked ties to 
Indigenous communities. Such dependence goes against the central tenet 
of settler colonialist theorists that settlers sought to erase the indigenous 
population and regarded the land as empty. If the desire to live near, ally 
with, and trade with Native groups disqualifies colonists from the category 
of “settler colonialists,” then New Netherland suggests the need to expand 
the existing taxonomies of colonization. At present, theorists often fail to 
define exactly what they are contrasting settler colonialism with. But more 
elaborate categories might allow us to find a better fit for colonies, such as 
New Netherland, that depended so thoroughly on indigenous populations. 

8 Daniel K. Richter, “His Own, Their Own: Settler Colonialism, Native Peoples, and 
Imperial Balances of Power in Eastern North America, 1660–1715,” in The World of Colonial 
America: An Atlantic Handbook, ed. Ignacio Gallup-Diaz (New York, 2017), 209–33.

9 “Response of La Montagne to the Foregoing Propositions,” Nov. 10, 1655, in 
Gehring, Council Minutes, 1655–1656, 140 (“as we”); “Advice on Stuyvesant’s Proposals by 
Cornelis van Tienhoven,” Nov. 10, 1655, ibid., 144 (“without which”), 143 (“dissemble”). 
See “Advice of Councillor La Montagne,” A1809-78, vol. 6, 164, NYSA; “Advice of Fiscal 
Van Tienhoven,” A1809-78, vol. 6, 169, NYSA.
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 settler colonial prehistories 379

Would it be better to label New Netherland “extractive colonialism” or 
“trade colonialism”?10 

And yet suggesting that the Dutch in North America were up to some-
thing completely different from settler colonialism seems to be retrospec-
tively letting them off the hook. In the history of Dutch overseas expansion, 
the idea of colonization through the wholesale displacement, enslavement, 
or elimination of local people was always on the table, even if it was not 
universally or immediately put into action. Take Dutch policies toward 
the island of Banda in the East Indies. In 1621, Verenigde Oost-Indische 
Compagnie (VOC) forces perpetrated infamous massacres of the local 
population, exporting the surviving women and children as slaves to its 
headquarters at today’s Jakarta and replacing the population with white 
planters and imported slaves.11 Although the attack came in the 1620s, 
VOC merchants and officials had articulated key parts of the plan even ear-
lier. Cornelis Matelief in 1608 had called for incarcerating Bandanese leaders 
and their families in order to trap the population into forced labor, suggest-
ing that “over time a thousand Hollanders or whites may earn their living 
handsomely, with their households and slaves,” on Banda and Amboina.12 

Such plans in the East inspired ideas for colonization in the West, 
including arguments that led directly to the establishment of the West- 
Indische Compagnie (WIC) and the move to encourage settlement in its 
North American colony. Colonial promoter Willem Usselinx argued repeat-
edly—in 1602, 1608, and the early 1620s—for colonies of settlement in the 
Americas. Making those claims required him to quite consciously reimagine 
the land as some kind of terra nullius; Usselinx described “the mainland of 
America” as a “very beautiful, fruitful and suitable land, (either uninhabited, 
or inhabited by savages).”13 Likewise, in southern Africa, just a few months 
prior to New Netherland colonial leaders’ ruminations about the advis-
ability of attacks on Lenape-Munsees, Jan van Riebeeck, the first governor 
of the Cape Colony, advocated the mass enslavement and exportation of 
Khoikhoi people. “Since they now trust us again so much,” unsuspecting 

10 Nancy Shoemaker, “A Typology of Colonialism,” Perspectives on History 
53, no. 7 (October 2015), https://www.historians.org/publications-and-directories 
/perspectives-on-history/october-2015/a-typology-of-colonialism.

11 Vincent C. Loth, “Pioneers and Perkeniers: The Banda Islands in the 17th Cen-
tury,” Cakalele 6 (1995): 13–35.

12 Cornelis Matelief, “Discours van den stant van Oost-Indien,” in P. J. A. N. 
Rietbergen, ed., De Eerste Landvoogd Pieter Both (1568–1615): Gouverneur-generaal van 
Nederlands-Indië (1609–1614) (Zutphen, Neth., 1987), 2: 196–211 (quotation, 2: 203, my 
translation).

13 [Willem Usselinx], Korte Onderrichtinghe ende vermaeninge aen alle liefhebbers 
des Vaderlandts, om liberalijcken te teeckenen inde West-Indische Compagnie: In de welcke  
kortelijck wort aenghewesen, de nootsaeckelijckheyt, doenlijckheyt ende nutticheyt van de  
selve. . . . (Leiden, 1622), [8r] (my translations). 
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indigenous neighbors could be invited into the fort, gotten drunk, and then 
put in chains before they realized that Dutch hospitality was a treacherous 
ruse. The captured men “could serve on the Island hunting seals” to feed 
the hungry white settler population, while the “women and children” could 
be sent away “to Batavia” for sale as slaves. While awaiting a response from 
VOC superiors to his plan, Van Riebeeck put it through trial runs on his 
own accord. He invited large groups into the fort “often” to drink, so that 
they would be pliable and unsuspicious when and if he got the go-ahead 
from his supervisors.14 Across time and on three continents, Dutch voices 
called for the erasure of native people, expropriation of land, and mass 
migration of outsiders as key components of colonization.

This context is essential to understanding the calls for war by settler- 
soldiers against Munsee-speaking populations in the Hudson Valley region. 
Instead of a novel settler colonialist departure from earlier practices emerg-
ing out of the experiences of interaction and warfare, these words instead 
appear consistent with an early emphasis on the mass elimination of local 
people in order to appropriate their land.15 That it was not attempted earlier 
seems almost a strategic or conscious delay rather than a separate form of 
colonization. Remember Van Tienhoven’s call to “dissemble” until colonists 
were militarily stronger. The Dutch lacked the strength to undertake expro-
priation and extermination—but many wished they could, making them, at 
least, aspirational settler colonialists.

So where should the term settler colonialism be applied? The Dutch 
case suggests that certain elements of the theory need to be modified to 
take better account of all the guises that settler colonialism assumed in 
different places prior to the nineteenth century. The term is closely tied, in 
many formulations, to state forms that empower the individual settler, as 
opposed to metropolitan authorities. The sovereignty of the settler defined 
Anglophone settlements from the American Revolution through the white 
expansion into nineteenth- and twentieth-century Australia.16 Dispossession 
and elimination of First Peoples connected directly to liberal sovereignty 
and the liberty of settler populations. But the implication of writers using 
phrases such as “the settler state” or “settler democracy” fits very oddly with 

14 J. van Riebeeck to VOC Bewinthebberen, Apr. 28, 1655, C1318, pp. 1–27 (quo-
tations, 14, my translations), Western Cape Archives, Cape Town, South Africa. For a 
transcription and translation, see H. C. V. Liebbrandt, Precis of the Archives of the Cape 
of Good Hope: Letters Despatched from the Cape, 1652–1662 (Cape Town, 1900), 2: 87, 86.

15 For the emergence of settler colonialist visions over time, see Richter, “His Own, 
Their Own.” 

16 Matthew Crow, “Atlantic North America from Contact to the Late Nineteenth 
Century,” in The Routledge Handbook of the History of Settler Colonialism, ed. Edward 
Cavanagh and Lorenzo Veracini (New York, 2017), 95–108; for a summation of the 
concept in the writing of Australian historians, see Marilyn Lake, Progressive New World: 
How Settler Colonialism and Transpacific Exchange Shaped American Reform (Cambridge, 
Mass., 2019), 2.
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 settler colonial prehistories 381

pre-Enlightenment colonies, company-owned chartered colonies, propri-
etary colonies, crown colonies, or even loyalist colonies, however loudly 
the architects of those colonies cried out for the expulsion or elimination of 
local people. 

Yet if the emphasis is instead placed on the sovereignty not of individu-
als but of families and the primacy of the town, not the state, as the agent of 
dispossession, then the model becomes a better fit. Household units, as gen-
dered and unequal collectivities, asserted independence from patroonships, 
rent, and WIC control by actively claiming land and moving aggressively 
onto Lenape-Munsee territory. These family movements went hand in hand 
with the formation of towns and a push for local governance in processes 
not dissimilar to New England towns’ taking of Nipmuc, Wampanoag, or 
Massachusett land. How these gendered family and village expansions relate 
to the white male settler sovereignty asserted by their descendants seems 
worthy of further exploration. 

The theories of settler colonialism remain underdeveloped, also, when 
applied to colonies, such as all Dutch outposts, where enslaved or unfree 
forced migrants formed core portions of the population. Robin D. G. 
Kelley has incisively pointed out the problematic tendency of settler colo-
nialist theorists to transmute “Africans” into “slaves” by unconsciously 
adopting the language of slave traders.17 Bringing the erasure of African 
indigeneity through people’s forced removal from their homelands into 
the picture, he suggests, offers tantalizing possibilities for expanding our 
understanding of the geographic reach of settler colonialism. In addition, 
around the globe during the period of early modern colonization, captivity, 
forced migration, and enslavement played a far larger role than free white 
migration just at the time that key elements of identifiably settler colonialist 
ideology were first being expressed. These movements of people often did 
double work, clearing local communities from desired land in one place 
while providing labor for building the infrastructure of expropriation in 
another. These people found their humanity erased, just as people native 
to colonized areas suffered multiple forms of erasure. Yet the place of slave 
societies in the framework of settler colonialism remains unclear. 

In some areas, settler colonialism relied on forced migration, enslave-
ment, and captivity. Settler colonial power, as Dean Itsuji Saranillio has 
shown for Hawai‘i, can flow through nonwhite migrant populations, 
whose own ability to claim freedom and independence in situations of 
extreme racial inequity or bondage was itself made to hinge on accumula-
tion through dispossession.18 When Africans were imported violently into 

17 Robin D. G. Kelley, “The Rest of Us: Rethinking Settler and Native,” American 
Quarterly 69, no. 2 (June 2017): 267–76.

18 Dean Itsuji Saranillio, “Why Asian Settler Colonialism Matters: A Thought Piece 
on Critiques, Debates, and Indigenous Difference,” Settler Colonial Studies 3, nos. 3–4 
(2013): 280–94.
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the Americas as a kind of substitute settler population, their survival could 
depend on their military service against indigenous Americans, for instance, 
and their need to endure positions of precarity encouraged them to claim 
land when- and wherever they could.19 Such was certainly the case for the 
West-Central Africans held in bondage by the WIC in Manhattan. Military 
service and the construction of the infrastructure of colonization made 
them eligible for an unstable and limited form of freedom. Maintaining 
that status depended on their ability to pay an annual agricultural tax, 
ensuring that they would participate, in their families’ interests, in claiming 
Indigenous homelands on Manhattan. To incorporate such sites of early 
modern settler colonialism, the theories themselves will need to expand. 

Trying to reconcile the words of seventeenth-century Dutch Manhattan 
settlers with theoretical frameworks on settler colonialism, then, offers 
food for thought. Without question, early non-English colonies stretch the 
boundaries of current definitions of settler colonialism, pointing out the 
need for additional theoretical nuance. Scholars of early periods should be 
aware of the many complications the term presents. Yet the language of col-
onization through mass extermination found expression early on. That fact 
makes me loath to allow scholars of later periods to claim the term settler 
colonialism as theirs alone. Erasures of whole populations, in ideology and 
practice, certainly did take place in the early period and were even more 
frequently attempted or planned. Should we really be so ready to write off 
those erasures as the secondary effects, not the intended result, of colonial 
actions? Yet by importing settler colonialism, with all its connotations, to the 
earlier period, we risk overinflating colonial power, reinscribing the seeming 
inevitability of Native “disappearance,” focusing our gaze on settlers rather 
than Native peoples, and undoing the work of two generations of scholars 
who have done so much to prove that the fate of the continent lay in Native 
people’s hands for far longer than historians once assumed. 

Investigating the long, complex genealogy of settler colonialism, rather 
than expecting to find the perfected form, may provide the way for early 
American historians to get the most out of the term. In the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries, the real power of Native peoples on the North 
American continent often restrained whites from enacting settler colonial-
ist fantasies.20 Yet those dystopian dreams were present in even the earliest 
decades of colonization. Finding out where those violent imaginaries came 
from, who held them most dearly, and how they influenced the gender and 
racial hierarchies that took root in the first years of colonization promises 
to broaden our understanding of processes with long-enduring legacies and 
ongoing consequences for all of North America’s nations. 

19 On slaves as substitute peasants, see David Wheat, Atlantic Africa and the Spanish 
Caribbean, 1570–1640 (Williamsburg, Va., and Chapel Hill, N.C., 2016).

20 Richter, “His Own, Their Own.”
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